Family Newsletter
THIS MONTH’S THEME

EcoVenture
Summertime is full of mystery and
new adventure. Your children will
explore the sights and sounds of
their natural environment as they
create nature-based art. They will
investigate, discover and experiment
in the outdoors as they hone their
observation skills and become
nature detectives.
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books can offer a needed rest in the early afternoon. Try reading one book with your
child then
invite him to select 3-4 books to take to a quiet spot.
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• Share the work of real-life jobs. There are many meaningful jobs for preschoolers to
do in the summer, from watering plants to fun outdoor chores, such as washing toys
and sweeping out the garage.
rience
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Cut apart and

• Eat the alphabet for a healthy mind and body. Keep a pack of letter cards on the table.
Find the matching letter card for the beginning sound of each food that you and your
child eat. How many days does it take to eat the whole alphabet?

ExperienceCurriculum.com

Climbing 1
Trees

6 Floating in Air

Topics your child
will explore this month

Building 2
with Trees

Tree
Adventure

Painting Trees 3

7 Flying in Air

Air
Adventure

8 Breathing in Air
9 Colors in Air

Counting 4
in Trees
Writing 5
with Trees

10 Listening to Air

EcoVenture

Digging in Dirt 16

11 Measuring
Water
12 Sorting in Water

Drawing in Dirt 17

Dirt
Adventure

Patterning in Dirt 18

Water
Adventure

13 Moving Water

Living in Dirt 19

14 Washing
with Water

Playing in Dirt 20

15 Cooling Off
with Water

RECOMMENDED READS

Cuddle
Up

WITH A
GOOD BOOK

Leaf Man

by Lois Ehlert

The Alphabet Tree
by Leo Lionni

The Lorax

by Dr. Seuss

Harry the Dirty Dog
by Gene Zion

Water Dance

by Thomas Locker

Oscar and the Bat:
A Book About Sound

Nature Path

Family Activities

Invite your child to gather stones, twigs or other
nature items. Use them to outline a path in your
backyard. Follow the twists and turns of your
creation together. Try hopping, running or dancing
down the nature trail. For more fun, create a maze
with the nature items and bury a special object at
the end. Invite your child to solve the maze then dig
up the treasure.

Little Cloud Is Floating By
(Sing to the tune of “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes.”)
Little cloud is floating by, floating by,
Little cloud is floating by, floating by,
I see you up floating in the sky.
Little cloud is floating by, floating by.

by Geoff Waring
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